
  

ZeroPointTM Technical Data Sheet: ARC Vision

ARC Vision
• Approximately .5oz with small dropper

Description
ARC Vision is A Sirius Silver embedded with ARC Vision frequencies. It is comprised of distilled water 
with silver (Ag) in suspension at .0025 ppm. to .025 ppm. The actual silver content is in the form of ultra 
nano-particles. The remaining silver is introduced in vibrational form by embedding silver frequen-
cies into the solution. Though similar to colloidal silver, in effect, ultra nano-particles are too small to 
be considered in “colloidal” suspension. They are rather, in a “nano-suspension” – a much more stable 
state. The vibrational silver frequencies do not add actual silver to the solution, only the benefits which 
amplify the effectiveness of A Sirius Silver in the body above that of common silver products, without 
any of the harmful side effects.

Combining ultra small particle size with vibrational silver frequencies results in a silver solution which is 
without peer. From the standpoint of penetration into capillaries, cells, pathogens and body tissues, A 
Sirius Silver is much more effective than common silver products on the market.

With less than 100-200 mcg in an entire bottle, A Sirius Silver usage is well under the amount refer-
enced by the EPA for public water supplies in the United States. Users can feel as secure with the daily 
use of A Sirius Silver as they are with EPA approved drinking water. The properties of A Sirius Silver 
completely put to rest any concern with Argyria or other perceived toxicity concerns.

ARC is an acronym for Advanced Resonant Coherence.  The ARC Vision formula delivers frequencies for 
broader and clearer vision in all aspects of sight.  The unique formula of ZeroPointTM ARC Vision offers 
the superior immune enhancing results we have come to expect from A Sirius Silver while delivering 
the breakthough technology provided in the new ZeroPointTM ARC formula.

Benefits
• Provides more powerful support to the immune system when used as recommended
• Completely non-toxic
• Silver products have become popular alternatives to other wellness products on the market
• No heavy metal contamination
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How Frequencies Benefit the Human Body
It has been discovered that the cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on their state 
of health. ZeroPointTM has identified specific frequencies that match the optimum state of health for each 
of the body’s organs and systems. These are called Blueprint Frequencies.
   
When a person ingests or applies ARC Vision, their body begins to ‘resonate with the frequencies’ that 
are in the ARC Vision through a process called Biophotonic Entrainment. This is similar to a tuning fork 
that will pick up the frequency (sound) of another tuning fork in its vicinity. When they are close to one 
another, they will both begin to ‘resonate at the same frequency’.
    
When the organs and systems of the body are attuned with the frequencies that are in the ARC Vision, the 
body returns to a balanced state. The body is able to protect and heal itself when it is in balance.

  Suggested Uses
Suggested Product Applications
Drop a small amount (one to two drops) to desired area:

• Face • Behind Ears • Neck • Chest • Inside Mouth

• Hands • Wrists • Eyes • Behind Knees • Bottoms of Feet

• Inside of Forearm

(There may be a slight sting for a few moments, typical of any eye product applications, which is re-
duced by keeping the eye shut after application.)

Instructions for Use
ARC Vision can be applied to a number of different areas of the body or taken orally to enhance bal-
ance and overall well-being.



Please  contact your referring independent Wellness 
Consultant of ZeroPointTM Global for further product                 
information. Corporate inquiries only:
ZeroPointTM Global
Ph: 800.356.7935
www.ZeroPointGlobal.com
cs@ZeroPointGlobal.com

Independent Consultant:

Website:

Testimonials

“In February 2012, my eye exam showed dry eyes and a cataract developing in my left eye. I started using ARC Vision every morning and night. 
I just had my annual eye exam in February (2014), and I’m glad to say the cataract has not progressed, and I do not need surgery. Also, I don’t 
have dry eyes, and I can save a bunch of money on eye medication thanks to ZeroPoint products. Thank you ZeroPoint!” - Patricia, MD

“My husband and I experienced unusual eye tearing recently. We assumed it was an environmental irritant. My condition shifted to a crusting 
over of my left tear duct. I tried all kinds of home remedies to remove it but it kept rebuilding itself. This went on for days. I suddenly remem-
bered that I had the ARC Vision in my cabinet and within an hour of applying it the blockage was dissolved permanently.” – Rebecca H, MD

“I have worn prescription glasses for years and also suffered for many years with Night Blindness and have been unable to drive at night. Im-
mediately after using the ARC Vision drops in my eyes (1 drop in each) I found I could see the clock clearly across the room! I use the drops every 
day and I my eyes have improved so much in just a few weeks that I am now wearing glasses that are 6 years old! Oh, the next time I was out 
in the evening with my friend driving I noticed that I no longer had Night Blindness! This product has given me my life back and I am thrilled! - 
Brenda G., MD

Testimonies are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. ZeroPointTM Global is not responsible for any of these testimonies. They are not the opinon of Zero-
PointTM Global, but are individual customer’s personal experiences and product use. Individual results may vary.

This information has not been evaluated by the FDA and is not intended to treat disease, support human life, or to prevent impairment of human health. This information is for 
frequency, self-education and research purposes only. Please seek professional help with health issues. The products are not sold for these purposes. They are only sold to assist in 
bringing the energy field and centers into a greater sense of balance and coherence and any resulting physical results are antidotal at best.

After ZeroPointTM ARC VisionBefore ZeroPointTM ARC Vision

Gas Discharge Visualization (GDV) Camera Images
               

This scan shows the emotional energy in the biofield. Symmetry is between 
the left and right sides of the body and is important for healthy function. 
Note the improved symmmetry after using ZeroPointTM Global technology. 
The gaps or decreased energy relates to organs, glands and other body 
parts. What we see here is low energy flow increased.

Energy Field Scan
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Symmetry 64% Symmetry 89%
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Before ZeroPointTM ARC Vision After ZeroPointTM ARC Vision

This scan shows the emotional energy in the chakras or energy center. These 
spinning vortexes of subtle energy are crucial for everyday balance wellness. 
The left Before scan shows misalignment and insufficient energy in some of 
the chakras. The right After scan shows improved energy center alignment 
and sufficient energy in all chakras.

Chakra Analysis Scan


